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When you want to change your lifestyle entirely, you need to have enough motivation, but you also

need to have knowledge about the lifestyle that you are adopting. Many people who want to live in

an RV full time fail to find a balance in their lives that makes that living pleasurable while others can

live the dream and learn to compromise on comforts for the sake of freedom. They wake up in the

morning to feel that they have breathed fresh air. They see different scenery every morning if they

so wish. What you need to know before joining them is whether you're cut out for the lifestyle and

what differences there are between living in a conventional home and living in an RV. This book

bridges that gap in your knowledge, and although you may choose to save a fortune by staying at

home, you may also choose the lesser traveled road and discover the benefits of living in an RV.

Both lifestyles, either in an RV or a home, have their pros and cons. Many who choose the RV

lifestyle find that adapting their lives comes naturally. It takes a unique and free-spirited person to

compromise on the luxuries of home living in favor of the adventurous lifestyle offered by RV living,

though many do. Once you weigh the pros and cons, you can make the choice wisely, and that's

what this book is all about. The book will appeal to the free spirited who seek something more than

merely surviving month to month, oppressed by mortgage payments and housing taxes. Both have

benefits, though those who live the life they choose, rather than the life chosen for them by

responsibility, find that RV life tests their personal boundaries and skills, freeing up their lives to live

beyond the grid. Journey with us and learn if living in an RV will suit you, and be prepared for the

journey of your life.
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I had never thought about motorhome living as a possibility before I saw my brothers RV. It had

everything, air conditioning, heating, bunk beds, it was really something. This book goes into detail

about how to select the type, selecting options, safety precautions.While living in a motorhome year

round in the midwest is not really an option with all the freezing, I would consider it in a warmer

climate and would love to be able to travel while saving money from a house payment. I feel more

prepared now to look into the option

Always like to promote camping in what every way you choose to go. We started out with a 10 X 18

tent with a separate floor. We learned quickly that those old canvas tents shrink when it rains so it's

best to pitch them with some slack. We camped with three kids for years in that old tent. Then my

husband built in an old delivery van with all the comforts of home, stove, refrigerator, air conditioner,

etc. (no bathroom) and we camped in that for years. About ten years ago we bought a real RV and it

works real well for us. Not real large or fancy but good to go anywhere and with a generator we can

camp lakeside or in a campground. Love it! We are in our 80s now and have health issues so don't

go so far or for so long, but we have years of happy memories camping with our kids and people we

met along the way.

If you want to learn about how to live your life in an Independent RV then do read this book..The

book is well written and very informative. The book talks about the ideal RV to buy and the

accessories which you will need for the RV..I would recommend this book to everyone

I have been consideringselling my house and living in an RV full-time and after reading this book I

now realize that I would probably be unhappy with that situation. Thank you for making this an easy

book to go through and to see the pros and cons of of doing this. it's apparently not for everyone,

but I can definitely feel the reason why people would do it. I'm just glad I saw a couple of cons in

here that I hadn't thought of before, and that helped make my decision. Thanks

A very helpful book for those people who wanted to own an RV in the future like me. Since I was a

kid I am curious what an RV is and I just usually see it on hollywood movies and I do not have any

idea on how to have one and what are the pros and cons of having it. And now, after reading this



book I still wanted to have an RV in the future. Because this book has helped me know what are the

things I need to consider before owning one.

MOTORHOME LIVING FOR BEGINNERSCover Art: ExcellentWhat a fascinating little book! Most of

us are molded by traditional and routine lifestyle and are oblivious to the options that are easily

available in our day. This book by Jim Jackson describes one of the options as being an adventure

in RV living. As described in his book, he makes it simple to make the transition with his

step-by-step procedures and suggestions.We have friends that live in RV's full-time, going from

place to place, meeting new faces--and their small kids love it! In fact, just this morning, my niece

bought her dad one and I asked her to read Mr. Jackson's FREE (helpful) book.Check it out!

Explore. Dream. Discover. Highly recommended for all!Review by author of:Â Children's Books:

How Strong Are You, Little Wave? (ADVENTURE & EDUCATION KIDS BOOKS COLLECTION:

BEGINNER READER: EARLY LEARNING) (VALUES E-BOOK)

This book is a must read for anyone even considering taking to the road in an RV for a long period

of time. The book is very thorough and goes over tons of stuff that most of us wouldn't normally

think of. A lot of simple living info as well as safety. It covers tips on how to store things and simply

how to get the most out of your small space. It goes over the different types of RV's, what they

come with and how to choose the best one for you. It goes over how to add a satellite,

weight...really it went over so much. It is really great in even helping you decide whether you really

want to go for it or not. It's a real reality check, yet doesn't try and steer you in any certain direction.

It just gives you the facts and then some great info for in the case you do decide to get up and go.

Well first off this book only has 41 pages so for the price it was a rip off. The info is repeated through

out the book. Was under the impression due to ratings it was more informative and had a lot more

pages to look through very dissapointed.
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